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democratization, transnationalism, and gender politics in ... - democratization, transnationalism, and
gender politics in argentina and chile susan franceschet department of political science university of calgary
calgary, ab t4n 1n4 canada ... in the number of women holding positions of power and influence. in a move
that challenges its s franceschet cv web - university of calgary - susan franceschet 2 distinguished!
researcher! award,! faculty! of! arts, university of calgary ($1000)! 2013!
carrie!chapman!catt!prize!for!research!on!women!and!politics,!project!title! the chilean arpilleristas:
changing national politics ... - the arpilleristas were entering a realm of politics that typically women had
never penetrated. in chilean politics, women’s marginalization originated in the gendered patterns of
citizenship.8 scholar susan franceschet argues that before the dictatorship women were involved in informal
politics if they were at all. understanding women's representation in chile - understanding women's
representation in chile lisa roemhildt faculty sponsor: dr. cecilia manrique, department of political science ...
reports on the findings of a survey that looked at chileans’ views of women in politics and government. ...
franceschet (2001) argues, “the experience of political women ... women in politics in post-transitional
democracies: the ... - in chile, the fact that women did not demand institutional reforms, such as quotas for
women in decision-making ... susan franceschet/women in politics in post-transitional democracies 209.
transition processes in affecting women’s post-transition access to political institutions. the second section
turns to the chilean case and looks at the women and politics syllabus 2012 - arizona state university women and politics pos 598 coor hall 6607 thursdays 9:40 am -12:30 pm ... why women protest: women’s
movements in chile. new york: cambridge university press. (available electronically through our library) ...
franceschet, susan and jennifer m. piscopo. 2008. “gender quotas and women’s substantive women in
politics and policy in latin america and the ... - women in politics and policy in latin america and the
caribbean mala htun ... women in politics and policy many women in elected office have formed women’s
parliamentary caucus - ... politics, politics. latin america and the caribbean politics.” in . , , , gendered
institutions and women’s substantive ... - gendered institutions and women’s substantive representation:
female legislators in argentina and chile . susan franceschet . department of political science . university of
calgary . canada . ... uncovering whether women in politics promote women’s interests or contribute to
women’s state feminism and women's movements: the impact of chile ... - "state feminism" and
women's movements: the impact of chile's servicio nacional de la mujer on women's activism susan
franceschet latin american research review, volume 38, number 1, 2003, pp. 9-40 (article) ... american politics
commented on the demobilization of movements in the politics of difference and women's rights:
lessons ... - the politics of difference and women’s rights: lessons from pobladoras and mapuche women in
chile abstract is it possible to represent differences among women in state strate-gies to promote women’s
equality with men? this article considers this question by examining the cases of two groups of women in
women’s movements and citizenship struggles in mexico and ... - women’s movements in chile and
mexico susan franceschet department of political science ... consequences for women in chile and mexico.
these different outcomes owe to a series of ... invited similarly varying types of challenges to the meaning and
content of politics. most importantly, women’s citizenship demands are influenced by the ... title of
workshop gender, representation, and power in the ... - chile and spain. she is the author of women and
politics in chile (lynne rienner publishers, 2005), and co- editor of the impact of gender quotas (oxford
university press, 2012). her recent work has been published in politics & gender, publius: the journal of
federalism, and political research quarterly. presence without empowerment? women in politics in latin
... - presence without empowerment? women in politics in latin america and the caribbean ... michele bachelet
served as president of chile (2006-2010). she has been followed by cristina fernández de kirchner of argentina
(2007-2011), laura chinchilla of ... as a result, competition for these positions is fierce. franceschet and piscopo
(2011) find ... equality, democracy, and the broadening and deepening of ... - susan franceschet,
university of calgary jennifer m. piscopo, occidental college ... the slogan used by quota campaigns in
argentina and chile — “when a few women enter politics, women change, but when many women enter
politics, politics changes” — signifies this ideal. likewise, international women’s day in the brazilian
countryside ... - international women’s day in the brazilian countryside: new forms of political protest and
resistance sônia fátima schwendler this paper examines new forms of political protest and resistance carried
out by brazilian peasant women during the celebration of international women [s day. since 2006, the brazilian
women of la the calgary institute for the humanities - chile, germany, spain, and the united kingdom.
susan franceschet is a professor in the department of political science. she is the author of women and politics
in chile and co-editor of women in the americas - leslie schwindt-bayer - women in the americas: paths to
political power rapporteur’s report a group of women political leaders from across the americas met in
washington on march 28, 2007 to discuss the dramatic advances achieved by women seeking public office in
the past ten years—and the special challenges currently facing women in electoral politics. female political
leadership in the southern cone : roles ... - women’s roles in political decision-making. this area deserves
extensive consideration because policymaking is an important activity that has a direct and lasting impact on
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women’s lives, and politics continues to be a domain in which gender inequality remains prominent (hughes
2009). farmers, markets and contracts: chain integration of ... - european review of latin american and
caribbean studies nos están matando [they are killing us]: feminist ... - women’s rights policies from
both genders (risley 593). similarly, according to gender and latin american politics scholar susan franceschet,
chile is internationally thought of as being intensely traditional and reluctant to support women’s rights
policies (1). examining feminist movements and laws regarding violence against women in research forum
2016 - upf - susan franceschet is professor of political science at the university of calgary (canada). she has
researched and published extensively on women and politics, gender quotas, women's political representation,
and gender and public policy. she is the author of women and politics in chile and the rules of the game:
feminist policymaking in chile - we will forge a great alliance between politics and society, between
representatives and the represented. (victory speech by president-elect dr. michelle bachelet, santiago, chile,
january 15, 2006) the election of socialist michelle bachelet to the chilean presidency has enormous
importance –both symbolic and practical– for chilean women gender, politics and institutions - mona lena
krook - gender, politics and institutions towards a feminist institutionalism edited by: mona lena krook , fiona
mackay ... she is author of quotas for women in politics (2009) and co-editor of women, gender, ... in argentina
and chile; sanceschet gendering the institutional reform of the welfare state: germany, the united separate
but not equal: the effects © 2012 university of ... - municipal politics, chile, gender, candidate selection,
electoral rules, mayors, council members, informal institutions empirical studies of women’s representation
have pri-marily sought to explain variation in women’s access to political office. to this end, researchers have
explored three types of factors believed to influence the overall female leadership and sexual health
policy in argentina - female leadership and sexual health policy in argentina jennifer m. piscopo occidental
college ... justifi cations for including women in politics, particularly in the legislative ... female leadership and
sexual health policy in argentina 107 heavily on proposal initiation. magda hinojosa - arizona state
university - magda hinojosa. 2012. selecting women, electing women: political representation and candidate
selection in latin america . ... the effects of municipal electoral change on female representation in chile” paper
(with susan franceschet) presented at ... “professionalizing local politics in chile: the effect s on women’s
representation ... gender, politics and institutional change in bachelet’s ... - gender, politics and
institutional change in bachelet’s chile 29 th april 2014 manchester museum, manchester university ... (undp)
– gender and politics in bachelet’s chile commentator – georgina waylen 11.00am morning coffee (reception
area) 11.30am panel 2: gender and ... paper 5: silke staab (un women) – ‘michele bachelet’s ... women heads
of state and government - link.springer - in the gender and politics scholarship—women heads of states
and gov-ernments. while quantities of women executives have noticeably increased globally, academic focus
primarily assesses women in parliaments (alexander et al. 2016; franceschet et al. 2012). work examining
women the bachelet effect on gender-equity policies - representing women, fulfilling the descriptiveideal
of feminine identity politics of a woman’s being more sensitive to women’s needs/demands, but also she had
the potential to fulfill the ideal of gender-equity (feminist) identity politics substantively as she joined in battles
for women’s rights and by maria cristina trujillo - university of florida - by maria cristina trujillo a thesis
presented to the graduate school ... 12 susan franceschet, women and politics in chile (boulder: lynne rienner,
2005), 60. 13 pablo policzer, rise and fall of repression in chile (notre dame, university of notre dame, 2009)
42. paper abstracts for chile workshop april 29 2014 panel one ... - panel one: gender and politics in
bachelet’s chile bachelet is back: reform prospects and the future of democracy in chile ... susan franceschet
(university of calgary) although cabinets are, in principle, at the core of politics and policymaking in modern ...
2010. it argues that while the women-friendly thrust of the bachelet presidency ... journal of politics in latin
america - mala htun - journal of politics in latin america htun, mala, marina lacalle, and juan pablo micozzi
(2013), does women’s ... (franceschet and piscopo 2008). these differences signal a lack of consensus among
both scholars and ... do the changes that women bring to politics stop at process, that is, at do women
advance women? a study of female representation ... - a study of female representation in latin america
by lauren g. kent a thesis submitted to the faculty ... the case of female representation in chile 57 ... doubled
in the last ten years. what happens when more women enter politics, and what impact does that have on the
lives of female constituents? drawing on substantive representation theory, christina ewig - hhh.umn “women and politics in chile (by susan franceschet).” politics and gender. 2006 2(3): 129-131. “sex and the
state: abortion, divorce, and the family under latin american dictatorships and positions held education
research and teaching areas ... - mapuche women in chile,” social politics pp. 1-29, spring 2006. patricia
richards, “the politics of gender, human rights, and being indigenous in chile,” in gender & ... women and
politics in chile by susan franceschet. in canadian journal of political science, 40(3): 30- 3350 syllabus 2013
walsh - politicsrginia - department of politics and studies in women and gender fall 2013 ... susan
franceschet, 2004, “explaining social movement outcomes: collective action frames and strategic choices in
first-and second-wave feminism in chile,” comparative political studies 37: 499-530. lisa baldez, 2003,
“women’s movements and democratic transition in ... arts internationalization strategy - faculty of arts susan franceschet department of political science susan franceschet has researched and published extensively
on women, politics, and policy in latin america and beyond. as part of her research on women in politics in
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argentina, chile and spain, she conducted many months of interviews with elected politicians, activists and
government officials. richards cv dec 2015 - department of sociology - indigena-en-chile patricia richards,
“expanding women’s citizenship? mapuche women and chile’s national women’s service,” in latin american
perspectives 30(2): 41-65, 2003 ... women and politics in chile by susan franceschet. in canadian journal of
political science, 40(3): 30-31, 2007. prepared for the conference mericas paths to olitical ower - susan
franceschet university of calgary canada march 28, 2007 ... problem of women’s under-representation in
politics. many wpas played a key role in lobbying for candidate gender quotas, or, where quota laws are
already in place but are relatively ... 3 in chile, a country where ... revista europea de estudios
latinoamericanos y del caribe ... - women and politics in chile, por susan franceschet (andrea cerda) 140
newsrooms in conflict: journalism and the democratization of mexico, by sallie hughes (jordi díez) 142 the
enclave economy. foreign investment and sustainable development in mexico’s silicon valley, by kevin p.
gallagher and lyuba zarsky (leendert de bell) 144 electoral quotas and beyond: strategies to promote
women ... - women’s greater presence in politics can bring in new ideas and draw attention to important
issues that have previously been overlooked (franceschet and piscopo 2008; childs 2004). curriculum vitae
dr. laura catharine macdonald professor ... - politics of scale in mexican anti-poverty policies,” world
political science review, vol. 8, no. 1, ... susan franceschet and laura macdonald, “hard times for citizenship:
women’s movement in chile and mexico,” citizenship studies, vol. 8, no. 1, march 2004, pp.3-23. refusing to
know a woman’s place: the causes and ... - women elected to presidential ofﬁce has risen dramatically in
the past decade, yet women ... chile, and brazil; they ﬁnd that in all three countries citizens believe women ...
franceschet and piscopo 2008). fourth, rising female labor force participation can change perceptions of
women’s leadership capabilities. we breaking the latin american glass ceiling: an analysis of ... explain argentina and chile’s differing women’s political histories, demonstrate how ... “with few women in
politics, it’s the women who change. ... 1 franceschet, susan and piscopo, jennifer m. “gender quotas and
women’s substantive representation: lessons from argentina.” posc 391: women and politics in global
perspective fall ... - “the international women’s movement and women’s political representation,
1893–2003.” american sociological review 71:898–920. baldez, lisa. 2003. “women’s movements and
democratic transition in chile, brazil, east germany and poland,” comparative politics 35.3 (2003): 253-272.
week 10 (oct. 31, nov. 2): women’s movements ... magda hinojosa - asu people search - isearch - magda
hinojosa and susan franceschet. 2012. separate but not equal: the effects of municipal electoral ... the media,
women, and politics in latin america, _ paper presented at the southwestern political ... chile (~$6,000), 2002
ford foundation predoctoral fellowship for minorities ($39,000 + all tuition/fees), 2000-2004 news & notes
november 2006 - university of calgary - s. franceschet, “gender and politics in chile”, invited lecture at the
national university of san martin, buenos aires, argentina, september 17, 2006. s. franceschet, “the impact of
quota laws on women’s substantive representation: the argentine case”. invited presentation at seminar on
“quotas in latin america: the impact on invisible leaders - women and democratic transition in ... invisible leaders women and democratic transtition in poland and chile aleksandra niŻyŃska. 1 ... asunción
lavrín explains that in chile, women ... chilean women and democratization: entering politics through
resistance as arpilleristas, asian journal of latin american studies (2011) vol. 24 no. 2: 27-44. christina ewig hhh.umn - narda henríquez). in: aili tripp, myra marx ferree and christina ewig, eds. gender, violence and
human security: critical feminist perspectives. ... “women and politics in chile (by susan franceschet).” politics
and gender. 2006 2(3): ... “globalization and the new politics of women’s rights.” awarded spring 2010 for a
year-long ... the undergraduate history journal university of maryland ... - the undergraduate history
journal university of maryland ... 1 susan franceschet, women and politics in chile (boulder: lynne rienner
publishers, 2005), 65. 2 eliana moya‐raggio, “‘arpilleras’: ... 13 margaret power, right-wing women in chile,
132 and 135.
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